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This new edition of Cicely Mary Barker's classic Flower Fairy title features a beautiful and

catwalk-inspired cover. Intricate and reminiscent of lace, the new cover pays homage to the delicate

beauty of Cicely's original illustrations. The book includes all the original classic poems and

illustrations of the Flower Fairies of the Summer Cicely Mary Barker's Flower Fairies have been

ethereal companions to girls and women around the world ever since the publication of Cicely's first

book in 1923. The magical illustrations have inspired generations of children to search for fairies at

the bottom of their gardens. There is something delightfully charming about the delicate, childlike

fairies of Cicely's imagination. Once seen, they are never forgotten. Cicely Mary Barker was born in

Croydon, South London in 1895 and died in 1973. She found international acclaim as an artist with

her delightful Flower Fairies books the first of which, Flower Fairies of the Spring, was printed in

1923.
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For those who are looking at branching into the world of art. This book is an excellent primer for

some of the better quality work which is no longer around today. If you like this time period you can

try other illustrators like Trina Schart Hyman, Edward-Burne Jones, or Alphonse Mucha. While all of



Barker's artwork is not on this level, this book is and makes enjoyable eye-candy for the artist or

artist-at-heart.

I love Cicely Mary Barker's exquisite art, but her poems I usually skip.These are the fairies that

appear in Flower Fairies of the Autumn, in alphabetical order:Acorn FairyBeechnut FairyBerry

Queen (song, but not in the b&w illustration)Black Bryony FairyBlackberry Fairy(show all 19

items)Crab-apple FairyDogwood FairyElderberry FairyHawthorn FairyHazel-nut FairyHorse

Chestnut FairyMountain Ash FairyNightshade Berry FairyPrivet FairyRobin's Pincushion FairyRose

Hip FairySloe FairyWayfaring Tree FairyWhite Bryony Fairy

This is a lovely and engaging, child-sized book, and my 5 year old daughter and 3 year old son

were both engrossed for an entire reading, I think due equally to the detailed child-fairy characters

and the focus on plants and nature. They were also quite pleased to note the garments on the

fairies and elves that echo the features of the plants. I love it for the wonderful artwork ~ particularly

the fairies that look most like my children :)

Third copy of this book I have purchased. My girls are fairy obsessed right now and insist on giving

a flower fairy book to their friends as birthday gifts and have to have the correct season to go with

each friend. These books are lovely. I love the illustrations as do my daughters who are 6 & 5 years

old. We enjoy reading these over and over.

The "Flower Fairies" series of books by Cicely Mary Barker are simply enchanting - in "Flower

Fairies of the Autumn", the themes of the season and the activity surrounding the season is

wonderfully portrayed in each poem by Ms Barker. The illustrations of the various fairies are

gorgeous and enchanting - it allows the imagination to wander to another realm filled with fairies,

and nature. This series of books is a great way to introduce young children to the beauty of poetry.

Highly recommended!

Perfect size for little hands! I ordered the three other seasonal fairy books as well because my three

year old daughter loves carrying around and looking at stacks of little books that all 'go together' in a

series. I think she'll be delighted with these on Christmas morning

Very happy with the picture quality, smaller size of book. I also ordered the complete collection book



and am SOO glad I ordered these copies as well-WAY better than the complete collection book in

picture quality.

Purchased for inspiration... beautiful illustrations and great for your granddaughter for bedtime

reading.Shows that wonderful art is long lasting!
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